SURFACE SEAL
TIMBER & CORK SEAL

DESCRIPTION: Information contained on this Product Information Data Sheet is to the best of our knowledge accurate and reliable.
However, no guarantee is given nor intended as conditions of handling and use of this product are beyond our control.

PRODUCT INFORMATION DATA

TDSE02-1-1100

TDGLA 001

SURFACE SEAL is a combination of penetrating oils and synthetic resins
formulated to produce a tough, durable, semi-permanent seal for use on timber, cork,
parquetry and composite flooring. SURFACE SEAL dries to a tough durable film
that is unaffected by water, dilute acids and alkalis, alcohol or oil. Surface Seal
prevents timber floors from drying out and splintering and produces a rich finish that
enhances and retains the original natural colours of the timber. On floors not
exclusively used for sport, the use of a polish during periodic maintenance will help
extend the period between seal recoating.

Appearance
Odour
Specific Gravity
Percentage Volatiles
Solubility in Water
Coverage

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Slightly viscous tan liquid
Mineral solvent
0.876 ± 0.005
69.0 – 71.0%
Insoluble
12 – 16 m2/litre (typical)

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: New Untreated Surfaces - Apply Peerless Fast Dry Penetrating Seal in accordance
with label directions, observe cutback procedure and preparation details for
subsequent coats of Peerless Seals. Apply Surface Seal with a lambswool applicator,
working across the grain and finishing with the grain of the timber.
Provide adequate ventilation during application; avoid puddling of excess seal and
work away from sealed area. To provide optimum film, thickness, protection and
aesthetic appeal, two coats of Surface Seal is recommended. The second coat within
24 hours of the first drying.
Aged Floors - Prior to application of Surface Seal the Floor must be pre-cleaned with
Peerless "Timber Preclean", or if polish, sealer finish or wax has been applied,
stripped with All Purpose Stripping Emulsion, rinsed with clean water and allowed
to dry. When dry cut the floor back with sand screen discs or sandpaper (100 - 120
grit). Sweep or vacuum all dust and "Tack Rag" if necessary. Apply two coats of
Surface Seal using a lambswool applicator, applying across the grain and levelling
with the grain of the timber. Leave 6 - 8 hours or preferably overnight between
coats. For more detailed information, consult the "Peerless Program for Timber
Floors" or "Peerless Program for Multi -Purpose Floors."
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